Case story: Hermann Buss

Fast Retrofit of HJ SIP valves
on a MAN 7L70MC Engine
It took only 25 hours to install HJ SIP valves for Hans Jensens own, experienced service engineers on
German shipping company Hermann Buss GmbH’s vessel the M/V “Ems Trader”.
Fast retrofit experience

Improving feed rate

In March 2007, we carried out the first retrofit of HJ
SIP II for Hermann Buss GmbH. The retrofit was carried
out in Singapore on M/V “Leda Trader”, which is
equipped with a MAN B&W 7L70MC engine. Since
then, we have carried out retrofit of HJ SIP II on four
additional vessels, of which one of them, M/V “Ems
Trader” also equipped with a 7L70MC engine, was
carried out in less than 25 man-hours.

Furthermore, superintendent, Mr. Werner Völkel, has
chosen to decrease the feed rate gradually on all
vessels. However, we have been informed by Mr.
Völkel that he has already decreased the feed rate
remarkably onboard the five vessels. Consequently,
the target feed rate for Hermann Buss is 0.8 g/kWh on
all vessels. However, less is seen on other installations.

The retrofit of “Ems Trader” was carried out in Emden,
Germany, where one of our service engineers
supervised the installation and a service technician
from Chris-Marine carried out the machining of the
cylinder liners.
Savings using HJ SIP
Engine: 7L70MC
Before installation
Feed rate 1.3 g/kWh
After installation
Feed rate: 0.8 g/kWh
Daily CLOC: 180
Savings (example)
150L saved per day
x $1.8 per liter cylinder oil
= $270 saved per day
$270 x 230 sailing days
= $62,100 saved per year
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All installations of HJ
SIP II lubrication have
been carried out
during only one port
call
and
as
a
consequence hereof,
it was not necessary
to withdraw the
vessels
from
operation. All this
entails that the costs
connected with such
a HJ SIP II installation
are limited.

Due to the positive experiences with HJ SIP II cylinder
lubrication and the easy installation process on the
five vessels equipped with MAN B&W engines,
Hermann Buss has now chosen to install HJ SIP II
lubrication on their vessels equipped with Sulzer
engines.
Since October 2005 Hans Jensen Lubricators A/S has
carried out the installation of HJ SIP II onboard many
vessels worldwide. HJ SIP II lubrication is characterized
by a reduced payback time due to the limited duration
of the mounting, as the installation can be carried out
without pulling the cylinder liners.
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